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Mountain Valley Pipeline, LLC (Mountain Valley), today announced plans that would make it one of the first interstate natural gas transmission pipelin ...
Mountain Valley Pipeline Announces Plan to Offset Carbon Impacts
StateRAMP stands to significantly elevate and improve cybersecurity by standardizing and transforming cloud solution procurement and reducing costs and complexity for governments and their vendor ...
Fast track to StateRAMP for more secure state and local government
Thawing permafrost threatens to undermine the supports holding up an elevated section of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, jeopardizing the structural integrity of one of the world’s largest oil pipelines ...
Trans-Alaska pipeline under threat from thawing permafrost
Thawing permafrost threatens to undermine the supports holding up an elevated section of the Trans-Alaska Pipeline, jeopardizing the structural integrity of one of the world’s largest oil pipelines ...
Thawing Permafrost has Damaged the Trans-Alaska Pipeline and Poses an Ongoing Threat
The cyberattack on Colonial Pipeline ... of planning and development to map out the most environmentally safe routes, apply for and receive all required permits and assist in construction ...
Kelly Moss: We must invest in pipeline infrastructure
that also mentioned that projects scheduled to start construction in the next 12 months are at 138 projects/35,299 rooms, and projects in the early planning stage are at 119 projects/29,576 rooms. The ...
New cyclical high for the Middle East’s hotel construction pipeline
In response to the federal government’s proposed National Infrastructure Assessment, the Canadian Construction Association (CCA) has submitted recommendations aimed at securing a stable, long-term inf ...
CCA outlines vision for future infrastructure planning, funding and delivery
Saudi Arabia has the largest construction market in the GCC and scores highly for the amount of investment made in the economy. Saudi’s construction outlook for 2017 remains dull. Business, ...
Saudi’s construction outlook for 2017 remains dull
In 2018, for example, regulators fined Sunoco $12.6 million to resolve a string of violations associated with the pipeline's construction ... the project's safety plan. When the PHMSA agreed ...
Energy Transfer Sues To Keep Pipeline Risk Info Private
Excelerate Energy L.P. (Excelerate), Snam S.p.A (Snam), and Albgaz Sh.a (Albgaz) today signed a Memorandum of Understanding (MOU), in Tirana, Albania, to explore potential cooperation for the ...
Excelerate Energy, Snam, and Albgaz Sign MOU to Pursue New Gas Pipeline
Construction on the 1,200-mile (1,930-kilometer) pipeline began last year when former President Donald Trump revived the long-delayed project after it had stalled under the Obama administration ...
Keystone XL pipeline nixed after Biden stands firm on permit
The PennEast natural gas pipeline ... for Management, Business and Workforce, Debra K. Rubin has a broad vantage for news, issues and trends in global engineering, architecture and construction ...
US Supreme Court Backs $1B Pipeline, 5-4, in State Eminent Domain Battle
Dublin, June 28, 2021 (GLOBE NEWSWIRE) -- The "Industrial Construction Projects ... accounting for 57% of the project pipeline. Projects in the pre-planning and planning stage (design, tender ...
European Industrial Construction Projects Tracker Report 2021: Russia Accounts for the Highest Value Project Pipeline with US$172.8 Billion
will conduct its largest-ever, single-owner auction for Barrilleaux Inc., an oilfield pipeline construction company ... Our investment management business generates asset-based fees, which are ...
Ritchie Bros. preps for its largest pipeline construction event ever in New Mexico this August
MINNEAPOLIS (AP) — The Biden administration signaled in a court filing this week that it does not plan to cancel federal permits for Enbridge’s Energy's Line 3 oil pipeline project, ...
Biden administration passes up chance to block oil pipeline
The management ... finance construction of a 17-mile pipeline to carry water from Back Creek to Keystone Heights. A 50-page packet of material relating to the the lake-level plan, including ...
Water agency, utilities eye deal to end legal fight over Keystone Heights lakes, pipeline
The pipeline operator is repairing damage to its supports caused by a sliding slope of permafrost, and installing chillers to keep the ground around it frozen.
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